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drawings and micrographs), 43 pages easy-to-use flow charts for 
identification, 59 tables, 1508 references. Informationsberichte 
des Bayerischen Landesamtes flit Wasserwirtschaft, Heft 3/99, 
Mtinchen 1999. Price: Hardbound ca. DM 100 (US$ ca. 55). 
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WILHLEM FOISSNER and HELMUT BERGER are, of course, widely 
known as front-rank experts in ciliate taxonomy and with this book 
they provide a partial replacement for "good old KAHL" that pre- 
eminent series of standard works on ciliates from 1931-1935. Furt- 
hermore, since FOISSNER et al. write in English, they create with this 
new work a text on ciliate identification that is also accessible to 
non-German speaking scientists. 
The book takes the form of a new key to the identification of lim- 
netic planktonic iliates and has 2783 figures, line drawings and 
micrographs, and 59 tables in which 112 ciliates with world-wide 
distributions are described. There are five chapters, a reference sec- 
tion and an index. 
The first chapter, a short introduction, justifies to the reader the 
current importance of ciliate taxonomy for understanding the ecolo- 
gy of aquatic systems. I am sure, however, that most purchasers of 
this book are fully aware of this since, if they lacked interest in the 
subject they would have spent heir money elsewhere. 
The second chapter is immensely important for beginners in ci- 
liate taxonomy but also presents much about ciliates that is new and 
useful even for experienced protozoologists. Sampling techniques 
are outlined and qualitative and quantitative investigations in ciliate 
taxonomy are described. 
The third chapter examines the ecology of planktonic iliates and 
describes easonal changes in abundance, biomass and production, 
plankton communities and their diversity. Particularly exciting is the 
chapter on cysts, a stage which has been largely overlooked in the 
past. This chapter, and the short overview of top-down control of ci- 
liates by parasites, will undoubtedly stimulate cologists to underta- 
ke more detailed research on these two topics. 
Chapter four is the most substantial of all since it contains the 
identification key. This key covers the most important groups and 
species and extends to 43 pages. It is excellently arranged and far 
clearer than any comparable key that I know. The flow charts for 
identification are very good and based on observation of live, and 
protargol stained, materials. They are distinguished by really good, 
simple and clear drawings with short notes about size, morphology 
and detailed structure. Especially useful is the inclusion in the key of 
clear descriptions ofhow best the identifying features can be located 
and examined: the degree of magnification required to see particular 
features is given and specific structures are indicated by, for exam- 
ple, being arrowed in the appropriate drawings. Particularly praise 
worthy and helpful is the use in this key of novel distinguishing cha- 
racters not referred to in classical keys. The final determination f
group or species made in the key leads to a page reference where we 
find further information about he group or species and their ecolo- 
gy. This key is the heart of the book and is an Eldorado for every pro- 
tozoologist. It is remarkable not only for the large number of excel- 
lent drawings and photographs, the taxonomic exposition, differenti- 
al diagnosis or for the comparisons with similar organisms but also 
for the especially detailed escriptions giving ecological data on ci- 
liate occurrence, distribution and autecology. The reader is provided 
with a painstaking review of the ciliate literature of the last 250 
years; a review that has a fair claim to being complete since, after all, 
the bibliography contains 1508 references. 
In chapter five there is a glossary of ciliate morphology in which 
the technical terminology isexplained clearly and concisely in a way 
accessible to beginners. This final chapter is followed by the referen- 
ces, running to 45 pages, and by a detailed index containing entries 
for all groups and species covered by the book. 
All in all FOISSNER et al. with its excellent key, and clear, informa- 
tive, drawings and photos, is likely to become the most important key 
to planktonic iliates even though '°good old KAnL" covers a larger 
spectrum of species. It is unlikely that we will find a comparable 
work being produced in the foreseeable future with equally good 
content, clear design and reasonable price. From the reviewer's point 
of view, I recommend this work to all protozoologists in taxonomy, 
ecology, and in basic and applied limnology. Though the book is in- 
tended for people without specific knowledge of ciliates, it is also 
useful for researchers and others with an environmental background. 
My best wishes to the authors! I hope that hey will maintain their 
pleasure and enthusiasm for ciliate taxonomy and perhaps benefit us 
in the near future with a similar book on limnetic benthic or marine 
ciliates. 
HEIKE ZIMMERMANN-TIMM, Jena 
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